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Paving a gravel road sure isn't cheap, and
maintaining one also eats into your budget,
especially as traffic increases. A new reportEconomics of Upgrading an Aggregate

Road--helps county and township governments make policy decisions for maintaining and upgrading gravel roads. Published by
the Minnesota Department of Transportation
(Mn/DOT) and the Minnesota Local Road
Research Board (LRRB), the report will also
help the public understand why counties and
townships choose their policies and use certain construction and maintenance techniques.es
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First LTAP 'Roads
Scholar' graduates
John Tarnowski

is the first graduate of Minnesota
LTAP's new
Roads Scholar
Program. He
received his certificate this April
at the Spring
Maintenance
Training Expo
John Tornowski
in St. Cloud,
CheriMart
Minnesota.
Tarnowski, project manager with
Mn/DOT's Maintenance Operations
Research Unit, said he was "honored to
be the first to acquire the Roads Scholar
credits and qualify for the certificate and
recognition I received." Although he's
completed the accreditation process,
Tarnowski is carrying on with his training. "I learned a considerable amount
attending the classes," he said, "and plan
to continue attending new ones as they
become available."
The Roads Scholar Program, which
began in 2003 and has more than 400
maintenance personnel enrolled, awards a
Minnesota LTAP certificate to staff who
expand their skills and knowledge in the
latest road and bridge innovations. To complete the program, students like Tarnowski
must earn eight credits within five years by
attending LTAP workshops, maintenance
expos, and Circuit Training and Assistance
Program (CTAP) workshops. LTAP sponsors 25 sessions annually that meet the
program's certification requirements.
To learn more about the Roads Scholar
Program, or to enroll, visit ww w.mnitap
.umni.cdutpogram1

ro

idsschol ar, or

contact Mindy Jones at 612-625-1813.
L TAP
-Jim Ilammerand, LTAP intern

Gravel continued on page 3
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Safety is major topic at Spring Maintenance Expo
The safety of maintenance workers and

Skin cancer

the traveling public has always been a
popular topic at both the spring and fall

April 21's general session on skin cancer
was presented by Michelle Berry and
Maretta Johannes from MIDSOTA Plastic
Surgeons, P.A. Ultraviolet (UV) radiation, they said, damages skin and can lead
to skin cancer. UVB radiation changes
intensity seasonally or with cloudy skies,
but the harmful UVA radiation's intensity
is constant, which can cause skin cancer.
Leading risk indicators for skin cancer
include fair skin, a history of sunburn,
working outdoors for lengthy periods, a
history of chemical splashes or burns, and
overexposure to coal, tar, soot, pitch, or
asphalt. At least one, but in some cases
all, of these risk indicators usually apply
to a maintenance worker.
Berry and Johannes described the three
types of skin cancer. Basal cell is primarily a local nuisance on the skin and can
be easily treated. Squamos cell cancer,
often misdiagnosed as psoriasis, may
become invasive. It is caused by sun,

maintenance expos. In addition to safety

classes, many vendors display the latest
in safety equipment, tools, and clothing.
The 2005 Spring Maintenance
Training Expo, held at the St. Cloud Civic
Center on April 20 and 21, featured even
more safety-related classes than usual. In
addition to traditional topics like chainsaw safety, work-zone traffic control,
and workplace safety, the expo included
classes on recognizing and safely dealing
with methamphetamine labs, skin cancer,
and West Nile virus. These topics reflect
new health and safety issues for today's
maintenance worker.
This was the second year that CTS/
Minnesota LTAP was the primary sponsor of the event, in cooperation with the
LRRB, Mn/DOT, the Minnesota Street
Superintendents Association, and the
Minnesota Public Works Association.

chronic heat exposure, and warts, and if
left untreated, can spread to the lymph
nodes and be fatal. Melanoma-the most
common skin cancer-is diagnosed in
one out of 75 people. In Minnesota,
around 900 cases have been reported
annually in recent years, with 120 fatalities in 2001. The main cause is intermittent, intense sun exposure. Melanoma
can be life-threatening, but is treatable if
caught early-before it gets larger than
a pencil eraser. Treatment is normally
removal by incision, but if cancer cells
are found in the lymph nodes, chemotherapy is usually recommended.
The speakers advised protective measures against skin cancer: apply an effective sunblock, wear protective clothing
to block the sun, and eat and drink items
high in anti-oxidants, such as most fruits
and vegetables and green tea. In sunblocks, the ingredients are important. The
SPF number of a sunblock is based on
Expo continued on page 6

Methamphetamine
April 20's general session on
methamphetamine began with
a description of the growth
in production and use of this
dangerous drug in Minnesota

and throughout the country.
Methamphetamine-manufactured with explosive, flammable, toxic, and corrosive
chemicals-creates safety and
health problems wherever it is
produced, and the illegal disposal of waste products from
meth labs is a growing problem.
Speakers from the Minnesota
Department of Health described
meth labs so that maintenance
workers can more readily identify waste along roads and take
safe action. (See related article
on page 6.)
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SAFETY
Technology offers promise to improve rural safety
Nationwide, rural highways are the setting for a disproHoran's research looks at how technology can improve end-performance. To do so,
portionate number of injuries and fatalities. In Minnesohe conducted a year-long case study of the Baxter/Brainerd area to gauge the demand
ta, more than two-thirds of traffic fatalities occur in rural
for emergency response and the need for technology. In 2002, the time between when
areas. Two University of Minnesota researchers shared
an accident was reported to when victims arrived at a hospital averaged 51 minutes in
how technology may reduce these
rural areas versus 33 minutes in urban areas. "This is probtragic numbers at a special brieflematic when minutes mean lives," Horan said.
ing held in March for U.S. Rep.
Technology ca n help drivers at
While rural delays are due in part to geography, staffing
James Oberstar.
issues are also a problem. In addition, Horan learned no
The event, moderated by Cheri
rural intersec ticons decide if the
government unit is responsible for improving coordination
Marti of Minnesota LTAP was
among transportation operation control centers. "That's
held in Cambridge, Minnesota,
gap before an incoming vehicle where TZD has provided some help," he said.
U.S. Rep. James Oberstar
and began with opening comIn the current phase of his research, Horan is conducting
ments by the city's mayor, Marlys Palmer. Others in the audiis large enoluggh to merge or
interviews to determine rural safety problems, encourage
ence represented Mn/DOT, the Cambridge city council, Isanti
innovative deployments of technology, and foster organizaCounty, and other area organizations.
Crossssafely.
tional collaboration. "Using technology to respond in rural
Bob Bollenbeck, transportation planning director of the East
areas should be a top transportation, health, and economic
Central Regional Development Commission, and Isanti County
priority," Horan concluded.
judge Jim Dehn kicked off the briefing with an overview of Isanti and Mille Lacs
Rep. Oberstar then shared his thoughts on the morning's presentations. Rural safety
Counties' efforts in the Toward Zero Deaths Program (TZD). TZD, a Minnesota interis important for urban residents as well as rural dwellers, he began. Many urbanites
agency partnership, brings together community and corridor groups to improve traffic
drive on rural roads, especially in tourist areas such as Baxter/Brainerd, and face unfasafety in a designated area (see w wwi.tzd.state.mn.us).
miliar conditions such as ground fog and blind intersections. "Any technology that can
The session then turned to a presentation by Professor Max Donath. director of the
help us overcome that lunfamiliarity] is extremely valuable," he stated.
University's Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) Institute, on rural intersection
Rural residents have fewer choices and little transit, Oberstar concluded, which
research. Seventy percent of intersection fatalities take place in rural areas, Donath
means higher costs for every phase of transportation. "One cost that should not be tolsaid. The Institute's research focuses on how technology at unsignalized intersections
erated," he declared, "is the cost of lives and property damage."
can help drivers waiting to cross or merge onto a busy rural highway decide if the gap
In the closing audience discussion, Dick Larson of Mille Lacs County praised the
before an oncoming vehicle is large enough to proceed safely.
University's research and urged Oberstar to encourage its speedy deployment. Marti
This intersection decision support (IDS) technology-made up of traffic surveillance
closed the briefing by thanking Oberstar for his national transportation leadership and
cameras, wireless communications, and roadside radar units-works in ground fog and
strong support for University of Minnesota research. LTAP
other low-visibility conditions. In their work, researchers are using an instrumented
-Pamela Snopl, LTAP editor
rural intersection south of the Twin Cities (see ww .is. isn i .ccresearch), along with
a driving simulator on the Minneapolis campus for more structured analysis.
County engineers honored at annual NACE conference
The researchers are espeFreeborn County Engineer Sue Miller was
cially interested in the age of
at-fault drivers, Donath said, in
elected as North Central Region vice presiorder to develop better, more
dent for the National Association of County
intuitive ways to relay informaEngineers (NACE). Miller was sworn in at the
tion. Eight seconds is about
annual NACE conference recognition banquet,
the right gap length, but some
held April 20, as part of the five-day conference
drivers take gaps as short as
in Bismarck, North Dakota. Miller, a gradutwo seconds-an "unbelievably
ate of North Dakota State University, has been
small gap," he said. The simuFreeborn County Engineer since 1998, and is
lator studies indicate that drivcurrently responsible for the maintenance of
Sue Miller
ers age 75 and above have the
more than 600 miles of county highways and 178
greatest accident involvement
bridges. Miller hopes to improve highway safety by giving county engineers and
road managers "the tools they need to play a bigger part in reducing the number
ratio, and those older than 66
of fatalities," she said. Miller also said she will
are three to seven times more
work to see the federal transportation bill reaulikely to be in a crash. "Clearly, Sensors are used to monitor oncoming traffic at an
thorized and extend NACE resources to areas
older drivers are over-repreexperimental intersection in southern Minnesota.
with sparse funding and staffs.
sented," he noted.
The research team is studying various types of signs in the driving simulator to deterNACE also recognized Mille Lacs County
mine which are most effective for older and younger drivers. Early data indicate that
Engineer Dick Larson as the 2004 Rural County
drivers choose longer gaps using the technology.
Engineer of the Year. Larson was recognized particularly for his coordination of a 911 emergency
The research is part of a multi-state pooled-fund consortium that is looking at many
street address program, the first adopt-a-road
other types of intersection crashes, Donath added. The Institute is also working with
program in Minnesota, and an effective wetland
the U.S. Department of Transportation, four state DOTs, and 17 auto equipment manufacturers to plan deployment of this technology.
replacement program. "One might expect me to
NACE president Tony Giancola
Thomas Horan, research fellow at the Humphrey Institute of Public Affairs, then dissay my biggest accomplishment has been someand Dick Larson
thing I designed or built," said Larson, "but really
cussed the role of technology in responding to rural crashes. The good news, he began,
life is a people thing. Working with people has been my most rewarding accomis that cell phone use and the related rise in communications mean more data are availplishment." Larson, who has been the county's highway engineer since 1976, has
able: the bad news is the demand this places on dispatch systems. Minutes matter in
also held leadership positions in several organizations, including president of the
emergency response, but calls must travel through an array of agencies, from 911 to
Minnesota County Engineers Association (MCEA). LTAP
dispatch to fire department and hospital.

Technology Exchange
The Minnesota Local Technical Assistance Program
is part of the Federal tlighway Administration's Local
Technical Assistance Program (LTAP). ITAP is a
nationwide effort designed to foster and improve information exchange among local practitioners and state
and national transportation agencies. Minnesota ITAP
is administered by the Center for Transportation Studies
at the Univeirsty of Minnesota, and cosponsored by
the Minnesota Lxocal Road Research Board and the
Minnesota Department of Trnsportation.
The University of Minnesota is committed to the policy
that all persons shall have equal access to its programs,
tfacilities, and employment without regard to race, color.
creed, religion, national origin, sex, age, marital status,
disability, public assistance status, veteran status, or
sexual orientation. This publication is available in alternative formats upon request.
Any product mentioned within should not be considered a prodluct endorsement. Authors' opinions/findings
do not necessarily reflect the views of Minnesota LIAP.
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LRRB UPDATE
Gravel ifrom page 1
The report, written by primary researchers Charles T. Jahren of Iowa State
University and Greg Johnson of Mn/DOT, presents a method for comparing the cost
of maintaining a gravel road with the cost of upgrading and maintaining a hot-mix
asphalt, or HMA, road.
In their work, Jahren and Johnson analyzed an example scenario that included costs
of a five-year regraveling cycle with yearly grading, plus typical costs for HMA surfacing, yearly HMA maintenance, and a seven-year seal-coat cycle. The economic evaluation used the present-worth method over a 30-year analysis period.
Cumulative cost trends
Using annual Mn/DOT State Aid reports, cost estimates, and interviews, Jahren and
Johnson determined a typical county spending history for low-volume roads. They
found that while bituminous roads have high initial costs, gravel roads cost more for
ongoing, routine annual maintenance in later years. The graph of cumulative maintenance costs from one county (Figure 1) verifies that annual maintenance costs per mile
for a gravel road increase with traffic volume. Each county can plot similar graphs
based on its own data.
The researchers then identified the relationship between traffic level and maintenance cost. Though there were little data for either low-traffic paved roads or hightraffic gravel roads, the cost analysis showed an upward trend for gravel roads with
increasing average annual daily traffic (AADT). In the AADT category with 150 to 199
vehicles per day-with nearly half paved roads, roughly the mid-point-bituminous
and gravel maintenance costs were similar.
$3,000
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Recommendations: gravel to hot mix
Based on their findings, the researchers recommend that counties and townships
give serious consideration to upgrading roads with traffic volume of 200 vehicles
per day. They also believe it is reasonable to plan for the upgrade once traffic
reaches 100 vehicles per day.
In some cases, an upgrade might be justified by maintenance savings alone, they
say, such as when upgrading to a lightly surfaced road (seal coat). Lightly surfaced
roads require a smaller investment than an HMA surface.
Other factors that cannot easily be assigned monetary value may also make it wise
to pave a gravel road. Benefits include reducing dust, providing a smoother and safer
surface, improving vehicle and driver efficiency, redistributing traffic, and potentially
increasing the tax base. Some benefits directly affect county budgets while others
have an indirect effect.
On the flip side, however, they note that after an aggregate road is paved, maintenance activities shift to those required for maintaining a higher level of service.
Increased brush and weed control, traffic services, signage, pavement marking, snow
and ice removal, and traffic control devices are typically needed for a heightened level
of service. Anecdotal evidence suggests that snow and ice removal costs for paved
roads are much higher than estimated.
Given these many factors, the report advises that local officials consider developing their own cost estimates for gravel road maintenance operations and checking
them against their historical data. (In the report, estimates of primary gravel maintenance, grading, and resurfacing over a five-year maintenance cycle averaged $4,160
per year, an amount greater than the county historical cost results.) In cases where
officials are confident of their cost calculations, they may use the estimate in place of
the historical costs. Jurisdictions lacking sufficient historical data may estimate future
maintenance costs, then compare them to historical data provided in the report. Any
analysis must be modified, they added, to reflect individual maintenance or construction costs as well as project timing.
LTAP
lpd.
The report (2005-09) may be downloaded at w?\. i rrb.orpd120()5lu
Reprinted and revised from an LRRB research one-pager
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Preventing and correcting corrugated gravel roads
Corrugated gravel roads generate more complaints than
any other road condition. Even a shallow "washboard"
creates a bumpy ride. Severe corrugations can reduce
driver control of vehicles.
Washboarding occurs when the surface gravel has
too few "fines." These tiny particles will pass through a
screen with 200 openings per square inch. They bind the
larger particles together to distribute and support vehicle
loads. With too few fines, vehicle tires easily move the
larger particles into a washboard pattern: ridges in the
road perpendicular to the direction of travel. Corrugated
roads occur due to four factors:
I. Vehicle speed and related driving habits
2. Vehicle volume
3. Poor gravel quality
4. Lack of moisture
Vehicle speed, acceleration, and braking are the greatest
causes. Of course, changing the public's driving habits is
unrealistic. However, cities and towns can minimize the
effects of vehicle volume, gravel quality, and moisture.

Vehicle volume
The New Hampshire DOT (NHDOT) recommends a
gravel wearing surface for new roads with an ADT of
less than 50 vehicles per day. The University of New
Hampshire ILTAP Center recommends the NHDOT
minimums for existing roads. Cities and towns should
apply an asphalt surface treatment on roads between
50-200 ADT, and pave roads above 200 ADT.Above
50 ADT, it becomes increasingly expensive to maintain
gravel roads adequately.

Gravel quality
High quality gravel is a "graded" blend of stone, sand,
and fines. Table I shows the recommended gradation
by weight for both the base and surface courses. The
base is NHDOT Specification 304.3 with a 2-inch
maximum size. All surface course stones should pass
the 3/4-inch sieve. The surface gravel should have 10
to 15 percent lines.
Graded gravel greatly reduces washboarding and
related maintenance expenses. Cities and towns should
specify the TIable I gradations and test materials.

The stones provide strength. In the surface course, they
transfer vehicle loads to the base course. In the base,
stones support the load, and are therefore larger. Too
much stone compacts poorly, allowing stones to move
between wheel tracks and onto shoulders.
In the surface course, adequate fines form a crust on the
surface. Txoo many fines can make a road slick in wet weather.
The plasticity index (PI) ensures gtxd binding characteristics.
Fines with low PI will lokxsen and quickly erode.
Gravel pits have rounded stones, and few have graded
aggregates. Crushed gravel performs better than natural,
round stones. Blended, crushed gravel compacts into a
dense, tight mass with an almost impervious surface. If
a municipality uses native material, it should test it and
determine what is lacking. It should then mix clay or
stone as needed for properly graded gravel.
Blading or filling depressions alone removes washboarding for only a short time. Crews must add gravel
for long-term correction. Adding gravel is especially
important if depressions are in the base course. A minimum surface course is 3 inches thick.
Before adding gravel, crews should cut and rework the
existing surface. A grader should cut the existing surface
to a depth I inch or more below the bottom of depressions. The grader then mixes new and existing materials
and gives the road a proper crown and shape.
Crews should add gravel and grade corrugated roads
with good moisture. Whenever possible, they should
work on problem areas after a good rain.
If graded gravel is hard to obtain, crews should add the
best materials on the trouble spots and use regular materials on the rest of the road. They can also improve gradation by pulling materials from shoulders and mixing it
with the surface gravel. The end product will seldom be
the best material, but it provides temporary benefits.
Some towns have successfully used a 50/50 mix of
recycled asphalt and new gravel. The asphalt works as a
binder, which resists washboarding. The mix should have
a compacted depth of at least 3 inches.

Moisture
Even if the surface initially has adequate fines, wind
and water will erode them over time. In dry weather,

wind quickly removes large quantities of dust. On
hills, or if the cross section is too steep, water erosion
can be problematic.
Hauling and spreading water is usually expensive.
Many find it cost-effective to treat the gravel with calcium or magnesium chloride. These products pull moisture from the air and create a hard road surface. They
work best if the gravel is well graded.
Table 1. Recommended Gravels
Base Course %
passing

Surface Course
% passing

2 inch

100

1 inch

55-85

3/4 inch

-

100

No. 4

25-70

50-78

No. 8

37-67

No 40

-

13-35

No. 200 in sand
only

0-12

No. 200 in total

-

15-Oct

Plastic Index

-

12-Apr

Conclusion
A corrugated road indicates that city or town managers
need to take one or more of the actions described above.
The most commonly needed action is to add graded gravel.
Applying calcium or magnesium chloride is usually costeffective. Perhaps they should surface treat or pave the road.
Some will see these as expensive actions. In the long
term, alternatives are more expensive. For more information, download the Gravel Roads Maintenance and
Design Manual (PDF, 36.8 MB) at www.epa.gove/oxuw
inpsigravelman.pdf. The manual, written by Ali Selim
and Ken Skorseth of South Dakota LTAP, was a source
for this article. LTAP
Reprinted with permissionfrom the South Dakota and
Wvomning LTAP centers.

PAVEMENT CONFERENCE
The promise and problem of fly ash
Each year, American power plants and other sources
produce approximately 70 million tons of fly ash as a
byproduct of burning coal. About 40 percent of all fly
ash produced is utilized as concrete additives, flowable
fill. or stabilizers for road subgrades. The other 60 percent goes into landfills. It would ease the overall solid
waste disposal situation if more fly ash could be put
to good use. Furthermore, fly ash has properties that
make it attractive for road building. Some types are selfcementing and have significantly higher strength compared to natural aggregate materials. But researchers are
careful about using fly ash because it contains environmental contaminants.
At the ninth annual Minnesota Pavement Conference,
held February 17 at the University of Minnesota, two
such researchers discussed how to use fly ash and how to
assess its environmental impact.

cent lower dynamic penetration index than previous material.
* CBR of stabilized material: 10 to 53 percent
* MR of stabilized material: 50 to 110 Mpa
* qu of stabilized material: 134 to 198 kPa
In fact, these properties led Edil to speculate on
whether the thickness of the asphalt wearing course
could have been reduced because of the stiffness and
strength of the underlying fly-ash-stabilized material.
Initial results of leaching tests were not available from
this site, but results from a similar stabilization project
were encouraging. Concentrations of contaminants in
field-gathered leachate were typically 1.5 to 2.5 times
lower than concentrations in fly ash alone. Furthermore,
concentrations of contaminants found in field samples
were similar or up to four times lower than the concentrations obtained in column leaching tests performed on
the same materials in the laboratory.

What is fly ash?
Tuncer Edil, of the Civil and Environmental Engineering
Department at the University of Wisconsin-Madison,
began by explaining that, as shown in Table 2, there are
three major classifications of fly ash.

Type F

< 10 percent

Type C

> 20 percent

No; needs
an activator
Yes
'i

Off-specification

Undefined

Yes

~

Table 2: Fly ash types per ASTM C618

Stabilizing subgrade soil with fly ash
Edil then focused on how fly ash can be used to stabilize
soft subgrade soils. He said soft subgrade is a major problem in the Midwest; for example, he estimated that about
60 percent of Wisconsin has poor quality subgrade soil. The
usual practice is to excavate subgrade soil and replace it
with "breaker run" aggregate, but he pointed out that this is
expensive, time consuming, and uses natural materials.

New fly ash environmental screening tool
In the same session of the pavement conference, Paul
Bloom, of the Department of Soil, Water, and Climate at the
University of Minnesota. presented a new computer-based
tool that screens fly ash for environmental contaminants.
At the outset of his presentation, Bloom posed the
essential problem: "Fly ash has some elements at concentrations that are elevated compared to what you might
find in normal soil... So how much can we add and still
meet environmental guidelines'?"
In response to this question, Bloom and his associates have developed a screening tool called STUWMPP
(Screening Tool for Using Waste Materials in Paving
Projects: download it at \
ilrb.i'r/jpxll
)nUipdlf).
STUWMPP testing is based on concentration limits
defined by the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency
(MPCA) for 21 potentially harmful contaminants.
STUWMPP testing is based on the legal concept of
due diligence, which Bloom defined as "the diligence
exercised by a person who seeks to satisfy a legal
requirement or obligation. What it means is you do your
darnedest to meet the guidelines of the state."

Foamed asphalt for
faster CIR projects
Foamed asphalt turned a discussion of cold in-place
recycling (CIR) into a hot topic at the ninth annual
Minnesota Pavement Conference. In a paper session
on pavement rehabilitation, Tom Kazmierowski of the
Ontario Ministry of Transportation and Curt Bolles
of Minnesota's Olmnsted County discussed their early
experience with foamed asphalt as the binder in CIR
operations. Though many agencies do CIR with asphalt
cement (AC) emulsions, use of foamed asphalt is a recent
innovative development.
The two presenters described similar processes. As usual
with CIR projects, the existing pavement is milled and
sized. Then, to create the binder, a small amount of water
(about 1 percent by volume) is injected into AC that has
been heated to 350 degrees Fahrenheit. The result is rapid
expansion of the AC to 15 to 20 times its original volume.
This foamed product is then mixed with the recycled material at a ratio of about 1-to-100. Finally, the material is laid
and compacted using conventional methods.

Advantages and disadvantages
As Kazmierowski explained, the advantage of the
foamed AC binder is curing time. "With conventional
CIR, a new surface of hot mix asphalt is placed after the
mix is cured...," he said. "Typically, the specifications
say you cannot overlay for 14 days...to make sure moisture and compaction requirements have been met...but
with foamed AC binder,] the new HMA surface can be
placed within two days." Since very little water is used,
two days is enough time for moisture to evaporate and
secondary compaction to occur. This can allow the construction season to extend into the cooler fall months,
when evaporation isn't as rapid.
Bolles said a disadvantage of the new process is that
the water tanker must be positioned alongside the paving
train to maintain asphalt temperature during expansion.
In his project, traffic was stopped for about half an hour
while the material was prepared.

Other basic assumptions
Waseca demonstration project
Edil described a pavement reclamation project where fly
ash was used to stabilize sub-base material. The project, undertaken in 2004, involved a section of pavement
approximately one-third of a mile long at the intersection
of 71h Street and 7 'h Avenue in Waseca, Minnesota. The
construction sequence was as follows:
1. Mill and mix the top 9 inches of existing material
(various layer thicknesses were encountered in different places).
2. Remove top 3 inches of the recycled pavement
material (RPM).
3. Mix Class C fly ash with RPM.
4. Compact mixed material to form stabilized RPM
base layer.
5. Place new hot-mix asphalt wearing course.

Testing
To monitor the Waseca project:
* Samples were collected of the existing subgrade,
the milled material, and the mixture of milled
material with fly ash.
* Four nondestructive field tests were conducted:
soil stiffness gage (SSG), dynamic cone penetrometer (DCP), rolling weight deflectometer (RWD)
and falling weight deflectometer (FWD).
* The collected materials were tested in the
laboratory to determine California bearing ratio
(CBR), resilient modulus (MR), and compressive
strength (qu).
* To analyze leachate, water samples were collected by a lysimeter placed in the subgrade soil
during construction.
* Instruments were placed to automatically measure
soil moisture and temperature, rainfall, air temperature, and humidity at four-hour intervals and
send information to a server at UW-Madison.

Early test results
Initial mechanical results are impressive:
* SSG: Stabilized material is three times stiffer on
average than previous material.
* DCP: Stabilized material has on average 30 per-

Screening using STUWMPP is based on several assumptions:
* Maximum concentration levels are defined for
both residential and industrial applications since
inhabitants of a residential area-notably children-might be in the area 24 hours a day, while
exposure in industrial areas is likely to be limited
to 8 to 10 hours per day.
* Harm may come either directly from the soil used
on a site (through ingestion) or from water that
has leached contaminants from soil. Therefore,
STUWMPP contains two screening levels, called
the Soil Reference Value (SRV) and the Soil
Leaching Value (SLV); both levels must be passed.
* SRV-the first tier of testing-assumes a worstcase scenario: that a road constructed with fly
ash in the subgrade has been abandoned at some
time in the past, and that the subgrade soil is then
recovered and spread on the surface of land where
housing is built. Therefore, SRV uses risk analysis
to define soil concentrations that would protect
human health when soil has been ingested.
* SLV-the second tier of testing---contains standards for drinking water and mitigating factors
that take into account rainfall, soil type, and distance to the water table.
Bloom demonstrated how to use STUWMPP. The operator can select contaminant data sets obtained for common
fly ash sources in the Midwest, such as power plants and
factories, or plug in individual contaminant values from
direct testing of site-specific fly ash and soil samples. If
the latter is to be done, STUWMPP guidelines suggest:
* Taking fly ash samples from each truckload.
* Taking soil samples from the strata that will be
mixed with the fly ash.
* Sampling from every soil-mapping unit, a minimum of every 1,320 feet.
Bloom said STUWMPP is available for use by any
public agency and that he and his associates are in the
process of obtaining additional standard contaminant values tfor Midwestern sources. LTAP
-Richard Kronick, LTAP freelance writer

A cold in-place recycling project

Results
Both agencies reclaimed about half the length of a section of pavement using conventional CIR with an emulsion binder, and the other half with a foamed AC binder.
Both reported favorable early results:
* As predicted, the foamed AC sections in both
projects achieved the specification requirements
within two days. By comparison, because of
weather conditions in the Ontario project, the conventional CIR section required 30 days to meet
the same moisture requirements.
* In Olmsted County, acceptable densities were
achieved with the same rolling pattern and numher of passes on both conventional CIR and
foamed AC sections.
* In Ontario, falling weight deflectometer testing
was conducted immediately after rehabilitation on
both sections. Mean deflections were 0.29 mm for
the conventional CIR and 0.27 mm ior the foamed
AC. When tested a year later, both sections had
mean deflections of 0.17 mm.
* In Olmsted County, the conventional CIR material
(CSS-I) cost $15,191 per mile while the foamed
AC material (PG 52-34) cost $11,156 per mile.
* In both places, conventional and foamed pavements
were uniform in appearance and performed well
under traffic while they were curing (prior to overlay).
Foamed asphalt continued on page 6
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Right of way, access, and road construction
Compare costs, savings of early right-ofway acquisition
In an era of scarce resources, transportation agencies are

by more than five percent occurred only two percent
of the time. And the predictive ability of even the best
model-reflecting population, job, and wage growth-eager find ways to lower their construction costs. One
was very poor.
option under consideration, said Gary Barnes, a fellow
Farmland without buildings, however, does show
at the University of Minnesota's Humphrey Institute of
expected patterns of large price increases in developing
Public Affairs, is advance right-of-way acquisition. But
counties. Many counties see sustained increases of more
does early purchase make sense?
than 10 percent annually, especially those on the metro
fringe such as Scott and Washington. "This could be an
Advocates for early purchase cite the following advantages:
* Cost savings if the land is developed or rises rapartifact of this period in history framed by a bad farm
idly in price
market at the beginning and a very strong development
* Minimized impacts, disruption, and displacement
market at the end," Barnes theorized. "Even this return
* Better local planning and development
might not be good enough to justify the risk."
* A simplified political and public involvement proFrom these findings, Barnes believes purchasing land
cess because of a clear plan
early as a general strategy does not
Purchasing land early as a
There are potential costs, however:
make financial sense for properties
that are already developed. Cases of
* Opportunity cost: the money
cannot be used for other
general strategy does not make rapid sustained price increases are
purposes
rare, although farmland in develfinancial sense for properties
* Lost productivity of the land
oping areas may be worth acquir* Possible constraints in
ing. Purchasing specific parcels,
that are already developed.
future project design due to
however, is probably worthwhile
sunk costs
* ILost property-tax revenue

* Risk/uncertainty about the amount of savings or
loss and the eventual timing of the project, and
what land is needed or how much
In his research, Barnes studied three situations: land
already developed, undeveloped land that will stay that
way, and land likely to be developed. The last type is
not controversial, as it will almost always be cost-effective to buy undeveloped land rather than wait until after
it is developed. Thus, the research focused on land that
is not likely to change use, to determine if price appreciation in general justifies early purchase as a cost-saving strategy.
To do so, Barnes first looked at housing prices,

which have risen at varying rates decade by decade,
averaging 5.8 percent. This contrasts with government
bonds, which have averaged 7.4 percent over the same
period. Investing the money in bonds, which unlike
land have a safe rate of return, would actually yield
enough money on average to buy the land even at the
higher price, with some left over. Recent housing,
however, has appreciated much faster than the return
on other investments such as stocks and bonds. "This
atypical situation is extremely rare and short-lived historically." Barnes said. "In the 1980s, states with the
fastest appreciation in almost every case had the least
appreciation or even declines in the 1990s."
If land may not be a good investment generically, he
said, there may be specific locations or time periods
when it is. Determining this involves two basic issues:
Do high-return places happen often enough-and beat
the average by enough-to be good investments, and
second, is it possible to accurately predict where and
when these high returns will occur? On both accounts,
the answer is no, he said. For a county to beat the
statewide average by a significant amount over a fiveyear span is very rare-in fact, beating the average

--

if they are in clear danger of being

Safety strategies for expressway intersections
Current safety approaches for four-lane divided highways
(expressways) often deal with recognition, such as flashers
and signage. If those approaches don't work, the next step

often is to install a signal, said Professor Tom Maze of the
Center for Transportation Research and Education (CTRE)
at Iowa State University. But an Iowa DOT before-andafter study found that the number of crashes stayed the
same after signal installation, and the number of fatalities
actually rose. Are signals the right answer?
To help answer this question, Maze analyzed 644 such
expressway intersections and conducted a nationwide survey of other state agencies to understand current design
and operational practices. Providing all the benefits of a
high-speed interstate without the cost of expensive interchanges at all points of access, these expressways are the
fastest-growing segment of the U.S. highway system. Maze
said. Access along these expressways typically consists of a
full interchange only at junctions with another expressway
or interstate highway, with at-grade access at all points inbetween. The majority of the at-grade intersections are typically controlled by a two-way, stop-control.
Given the increasing amount of expressway mileage,
Maze said, it is important to understand the safety per-

developed into much higher value uses. In general, he
concluded, agencies need to be careful to notice not only
the apparent savings but the opportunity cost of early
acquisition as well.

Do access changes affect business success?
Howard Preston of CH2M HILL presented another aspect
of road construction: the impact on local businesses.
Business owners often suggest that any change to
their existing street network will result in reduced property value or retail sales, or even the failure of their
business. Very little information is currently available
regarding economic impacts associated with highway
improvements, however, and none of the previous
research was local. In response to this information gap,
Mn/DOT decided to conduct a systematic analysis of the
economic effect of highway improvements. The study
looked at 1-394, a major project with 10 miles of urban
freeway. "No Minnesota project ever changed as much
access," he said.
Preston shared key conclusions of the study:
* Employment in the corridor is up.
* Land values are up.
* Business turnover is less than average for Minnesota.
* Land use trends are positive.
* Auto dealers, restaurants, and specialty retail had
very low turnover rates compared with Minnesota's
average turnover rate of 10 percent per year.
* Personal and business service firms went out of business (or moved) at rates higher than the state average.
These conclusions are very consistent with the results
of studies in Texas, Kansas, Florida, and Iowa, he said.
"Changes in roadway access appear to have less influence on business vitality than either regional/national
economics or the skill of the individual business owner,"
he concluded.
A final report will be available from Mn/DOT. LTAP

A Mn/DOT study cited in CTRE s Iepoit found that leftturn medinn acceeration "onessignificntly reduce the
real-end crash rote.

fonnance of the two-way stop-control intersections and
identify proven strategies to improve safety. He found that
many strategies are being used. "A lot [of states are doing
the conventional things, some states are trying policy
actions, and some have educational efforts," he said. (For
information about University of Minnesota research in this
field, see page 2.)

His findings led to the creation of a table by CTRE that
gives 17 different safety strategies for expressway intersections. ranging from low-cost solutions like signing and
marking, all the way up to the need for grade separation.
The spreadsheet includes a description of the strategy,
requirements, what it applies to, and the safety benefits.
The countermeasures represent a continuum of strategies that can be applied at existing intersections or can
be incorporated into the planning and design process for
future locations, he said.
There are options other than the conventional fixes,
Maze concluded. He also recommended creating implementation policies, such as lifecycle strategies for an intersection. To download the report (PDF. 3 MB), go to
Responding to a question about roundabouts, Maze said
there isn't enough data for a firm judgment, but thinks
they "are a great safety improvement, and somebody
ought to try Ithem]." LTAP

Saving lives: the Comprehensive Highway Safety Plan
Howard Preston of CH2M HILL and Bernie
Arseneau of Mn/DOT presented highlights of the
new Minnesota Comprehensive Highway Safety Plan
(CHSP). Completed in Dlecember 20()4, the plan is
designed to be a framework within which road safety
programls can be evaluated and selected based on
their ability to reduce the number of fatal and serious
injury crashes in Minnesota. It establishes a safety
goal of 500 or fewer fatalities annually by 2008.
Reaching local agencies is part of the plan. Half
of all fatalities occur on local roads, Preston said,
but the historical distribution of safety funds has
not been proportional. The FHWA is now encouraging Mn/D)OT to increase safety emphasis on
local roads, he said.

Potential services as part of the plan include
training, technical support, funding, and a CHSP

Sqafety 7oolbox. Efforts are supported by the
Minnesota County Engineers Association's Rural
Road Safety Task Force.
One of the useful tools provided under the plan is
an interactive Excel spreadsheet showing the effec-

tiveness of 15 different safety strategies and their
predicted impact. Users can choose from a "basket
of strategies," such as speed enforcement and street

lighting, to address their local safety needs, he said.
The greatest challenge, Preston said, is implement-

ing the prioritized strategies. "The most effective way
to maximize implementation...is to build the strategies into every possible program and project," he

said. This will include partnerships with law enforcement and funding for a statewide trauma system.

Work is just beginning to implement the plan,
Arseneau continued, and will be leveraged with
different project partners. Part of the effort will
include a central pot to fund strategies, as well as
money for area transportation plans that are in line
with the Toward Zero Deaths program (i,
ii!
i a CTS cosponsored program). Local
participation is encouraged, and counties and cities will be able to compete for projects chosen by a
central selection committee.
"The bottom line," Arseneau said, "is that the CHSP
is a dynamic and useful tool to drive Minnesota
toward zero deaths."

The CHSP is available at
S.LTAP

MAINTENANCE EXPO
Expo from page 1
protection against UVB rays and may not
be that effective against UVA. An SPF
of 30 should be adequate, the speakers
said, but a broad spectrum sunblock,
preferably containing zinc oxide, should
be used. Artificial tanning isn't any
safer than the real deal: 30 minutes in a
tanning bed is equivalent to a full day
of August sun.

Work-zone safety
Minnesota CTAP instructor Kathleen
Schaefer presented a concurrent session
each day on proper work-zone traffic
control and flagging for maintenance
workers, a condensed version of a newly
developed training course now available as part of any CTAP workshop. The
session is based on the new Minnesota
Manual on Uniform Traffic Control
Devices field manual. Some of the key
points from the session include:
* A particular work-zone application
depends on the duration of work,
type of roadway, average daily traffic, and speed. The proper application is easily found in the manual.
* Layouts shown are somewhat flexible, but projects usually add more
elements rather than reduce them.
* Decision sight distance is critical
and is shown on every layout.
* Sandbags are the only approved
ballast for portable devices.
* Cones are not allowed in unattended work zones; use barrels or
weighted channelizers.
* Signs must measure at least 48
inches by 48 inches in 45 mph
or greater zones and at least 36
inches by 36 inches in 40 mph or
lower zones.
* Signs must be installed in the
order the driver sees them and
removed in the opposite order.
Schaefer also discussed safe flagging
operations and pointed out that the flagging manual can be downloaded from
\~ w .dot.state.mn.us/tratficeng.
Bill Servatius from Mn/DOT's Office
of Construction also presented a concurrent session dealing with work zones.
His slide show depicted some "good,

bad, and ugly" features of work zones he
has encountered throughout Minnesota,
and shared some methods to imitate and
some to avoid.

West Nile virus
Kirk Johnson, from the Metropolitan
Mosquito District, discussed mosquitoes
and the spread of West Nile virus. This
was of interest to those in attendance for
two reasons: their jobs expose them to
mosquitoes and allow them to minimize
mosquito breeding grounds. The virus
spread completely across the United
States, except for the Pacific Northwest,
from 2001 to 2004. It has been in
Minnesota since 2002. There were 148
human cases in 2(X)3 but only 34 in 2004,
primarily because of the cold, dry weather.
About 0.1 percent of Minnesotans have
been exposed since 2002, which is quite
low compared to the rest of the country.
Only 20 percent will exhibit symptoms.
About two-thirds of those will have very
bad flu-like symptoms and bad headaches: West Nile fever. The rest will have
West Nile meningitis or encephalitis.
Mosquitoes transmit the disease from
infected birds to horses, other birds, and
humans. So far, 58 different species of
mosquitoes have been found to be carriers. Precautionary measures include wearing repellent containing DEET, covering
exposed skin, and avoiding outdoor activities from dusk to dawn.

For mosquitoes to breed, an area must
be wet for five days or more and be free
of fish (minnows eat the larvae). Wave
action also kills mosquito larvae. Many
areas under the jurisdiction of most
public agencies can be prolific mosquito

producers, but eliminating standing water
wherever possible minimizes the risk.
Some areas to pay particular attention
to include catch basin sumps, retention
basins, rip-rap outflows, and rain gardens
used to trap nutrients. In all of these
areas, anything that can be done to minimize the surface area that collects standing water will help reduce the mosquito
population and therefore the potential for
West Nile virus.

Commercial Driver License
(CDL) requirements
Richard Norberg of Mn/DOT gave an
overview of the regulations currently
in effect in Minnesota and their effect
on government operations. Government
agencies are exempt from most provisions of the Federal Motor Carrier
Safety Regulations (49 Code of Federal
Regulations); however, they are subject to
the drug/alcohol portion (Part 382) and to
Minnesota statutes.
Government entities are subject to
the following:
* Correct driver's license (Minnesota
Statute 171)
* Drug and alcohol testing (CDLPart 382)
* All general traffic laws
* Safe operation of vehicles and
equipment
* Vehicles or combinations with
gross vehicle weight over 26,000
pounds are subject to pre-trip,
post-trip, and annual inspections
(Minnesota Statute 169)
Norberg spent much of his presentation
reviewing the requirements for drug and
alcohol testing and the prohibitions on
drug and alcohol use before, during, and
in some cases after operating a commercial vehicle. He also reminded everyone
that recent changes in law and regulation
result in loss of a CDL for drug or alcohol violations in any vehicle. For a DUI
(driving under the influence) conviction,
a CDL will be lost for one year and a
work exemption can only be obtained for
a Class D license. LTAP
-Pat Murphy, LTAP Technical Support
Engineer

Get out your
snow saddles
for Fall Expo
Mark your calendar for the
Minnesota Fall Maintenance
Expo, featuring the annual
"Snow Roadeo," at the St.
Cloud Public Works Facility

October 5-6, 2005. As
always, this event will be
sponsored by the Minnesota
Public Works Association
(MPWA), Minnesota Street
Superintendents Association

(MSSA), Minnesota LTAP,
Minnesota Department of
Transportation (Mn/DOT),
and the Minnesota Local
Road Research Board

(LRRB).
Twenty-one hour-long
training sessions will cover
topics such as:
* Worker and workplace
safety
* Highway safety
* Infrastructure management
* Winter maintenance
issues
* Snow and ice operations
Registration is $25 for one
day or $40 for both. A preregistration of an additional $35
per person will be required
for snowplow drivers competing in the Snow Roadeo.
Watch for the brochure
in your mail. For more
information, contact Kathy
Warren with the Minnesota
Fall Maintenance Expo
Planning Committee at
651-351-7432, or e-mail
kwarren @usinternet.com.
LTAP

Meth labs: Keep an eye out
* Items such as charcoal, solvents,
As methamphetamine, a potent stimulant more commonly known as meth,
propane tanks, many cold medicine
of
being
in
danger
is
increasingly
public
increases its hold on Minnesota, the
recently
Guard
National
packages, plastic storage containers,
exposed to toxic byproducts of meth labs. The Minnesota
batteries, discolored coffee filters, and
of
a
signs
warning
as
published a brochure listing the dangers of meth, as well
cat litter in the garbage, which may be
meth lab in your neighborhood.
set out for collection in someone else's
one
also
Meth is one of the most rapidly spreading drugs in the United States, and
pick up area. Wastes may be dumped
of the most dangerous, for several reasons:
in yard, as evidenced by "dead spots"
* Chemical and fume residues contaminate houses, apartments, hotel rooms, and
inthe grass.
remote areas where meth is "cooked." These residues can cause cancer, brain
* Hotels should watch for nervous
damage, and immune and respiratory system problems, threatening neighbors
customers that pay with cash, have
and residents for years.
burn scars, discolored teeth, strange
* Toxic wastes are usually improperly disposed of in ways that endanger the comluggage (such as plastic containers), no vehicle, and decline housekeeping services.
munity: poured down drains or storm sewers, or dumped along county highways.
Hotels should also pay attention to strange smells, stains, residues, and containers in
* High rate of addiction, as well as cardiac and neurological damage to users.
the room. LTAP
It also contributes to violence, child neglect or abuse, car accidents, and the
Source: Methamphetimine Labs Neighborhood Resource Guide, Minnesota National
spread of disease when injected.
.oow.
(oinnevcotarounterdruclc
Guard Counterdrug Progrnam, wwiti
* Labs can cause explosions and fires.
To minimize the effect meth will have on your community, keep an eye out for
some characteristics of meth labs and manufacturers:
Foamed asphalt from page 4
* Houses or apartments with frequent visitors and activity around the clock
In Ontario, one year after construction, the conventional CIR surface was found to
* Occupants who exhibit unfriendly, paranoid, or otherwise odd behavior
provide a slightly smoother ride (via IRI measurement) than the foamed AC surface.
* Desire for secrecy, including curtains that are always drawn. blackened winHowever, Kazmierowski attributed this to the contractor electing to micro-mill the
dows, fences, large shrubs, or trees that hide house
conventional surface immediately after construction due to concerns with the cross* Occupants who smoke outside the house
fall. LTAP
* Chemical fumes
-Richard Kronick, LTAP freelance writer
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Contact Arlene Mathison, Minnesota LTAP librarian, 612-624-3646, e-mail amathison@cts.umn.edu.
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Guides
Guidelines for the Installation,
Inspection, Maintenance, and
Repair of Structural Supports for
Highway Signs, Luminaries, and
Traffic Signals (Federal Highway
Administration)

The U.S. Department of Transportation's
Federal Highway Administration has
released guidance on the installation,
inspection, maintenance, and repair of
structural supports for highway signs,
luminaries, and traffic signals. The guidance is designed to assist owners of
ancillary highway structures in managing their inventory, identifying potential
problem areas, and ensuring safe and
satisfactory performance of structures.
The guidelines can be downloaded
online (PDF, 6.2 MB) at w\\

w.Ihi

.d<i

Guide for Curing of Portland Cement
Concrete Pavements, Volume I
(Federal Highway Administration)

This document provides guidance on
details of concrete curing practices as
they pertain to construction of portland
cement concrete pavements. The guide
is organized around the major events
in curing pavements: curing immediately after placement (initial curing),
curing during the period after final finishing (final curing), and termination

of curing and evaluation of effectiveness of curing. Information is presented
on selection of curing materials and
procedures, analysis of concrete properties and jobsite conditions, and on ways
to adjust curing practice to account for
specific project conditions.

Reports
Application of Geophysical Methods to
Highway Related Problems
(Federal Highway Administration)

Geophysical data, when properly
confirmed by conventionally acquired
data, can provide valuable information about the physical properties of
a subsurface or structure being investigated. Applied geophysical methods
are often the quickest and most costeffective means of investigation, and
as such are increasingly being used
by state DOTs to solve transportationrelated problems.
This report provides highway engineers with a basic knowledge of geophysics and nondestructive test (NDT)
methods to solve these problems. The
first of the report's two parts is problem oriented and provides descriptions
of geophysical imaging and NDT
methods for use to solve specific transportation problems under the following
headings: bridge system substructure
and superstructure, pavements, roadway

included building better relations for
training and sharing information among
state DOTs,. National Weather Service
Forecast Offices, and universities to help
state DOTs improve mobility on the
roads and productivity in operations.

subsidence, subsurface characterizations,
and vibration measurements. The second
part provides additional guidance regarding geophysical theories.
This report will be of particular interest to geotechnical, structural, pavement,
and construction engineers, as well as
engineering geologists involved with site
investigation of highways and other civil
engineering structures, including pavement structures, retaining walls, embankments, and cut slopes.
An online version of the report can be
I
found at i .
ft.goinm.
Collaborative Research on Road
Weather Observations and Predictions
by Universities, State Departments of
Transportation, and National Weather
Service Forecast Offices
(FederalHighway Administration)
This report documents the results of five
research projects that evaluate the use
of weather observations and modeling
systems to improve highway safety and
to support effective decisions made by
the various jurisdictions that manage
the highway system. Specifically, the
research evaluated how environmental
sensor station data, particularly Road
Weather Information System (RWIS)
data, could best be used for both road
condition forecasting and weather forecasting. The collaborative efforts also

Evaluation of LS-DYNA Soil Material
Model 147 and Manual for LS-DYNA
Soil Material Model 147
(Federal Highway Administration)
These reports document a soil material
model that has been implemented into the
dynamic finite element code, LS-DYNA,
beginning with version 970. This material model was developed specifically to
predict the dynamic performance of the
foundation soil in which roadside safety
structures are mounted when undergoing
a collision by a motor vehicle.
The manual completely documents
this material model for the user. The

evaluation documents the-model's
performance and the accuracy of the
results, and discusses the developer's
and evaluator's disagreements.
These reports will be of interest to
research engineers associated with the
evaluation and crashworthy performance
of roadside safety structures, particularly
engineers responsible for the prediction
of the crash response of such structures
when using the finite element code LSDYNA. LTAP

MAINTENANCE RESEARCH
A better way to replace underbody plow edges
The need for a way to change underbody plow edges more easily began at the Thief
River Falls truck station. The idea is becoming a reality and is nearing completion in a
basement lab at the University of Minnesota in Minneapolis.
The journey from concept to reality began when Steve Hufnagle, maintenance
supervisor at Thief River Falls. and his crew decided to bring up the idea at a Mn/DOT
Operations Research/University of Minnesota partnership meeting with district staff.
Installing new underbody cutting edges is time-consuming and can be a potentially
dangerous to workers. Changing the blade edges often requires two people because of
the blades' weight and the need to position them correctly on the plow blade. (Only
about 20 of Mn/DOT 150 truck stations have truck lifts.)
After the proposal to design a prototype was accepted during a research brainstorming session, Michael Etheridge, a mechanical engineering student at the University.
decided to accept the challenge for a project for an honor's class.
Funding was approved through Mn/DOT's Maintenance Operations Research/New
Technology Research and Equipment Committee (MOR/NTREC).

Etheridge spent a year researching, designing, and building a hydraulic changing system.
His work was supported by Craig Shankwitz of the Intelligent Transportation Systems
Institute at the University of Minnesota and John Tamowski of MOR.
Etheridge recently displayed the prototype, known as the Quick Edge Underbody
System, to staff from Mn/DOT, the University, and the Center for Transportation Studies.
The prototype uses four bolts to attach the ends of the blade; pins also support the
blade. To attach or remove the blade, the pins are removed by hydraulic pressure and
the bolts are easily reached for removal in a few minutes. By using a remote-controlled
hydraulic device to perform most of the work, operators will be required to spend only
a minimal amount of time under the truck.
"One of the great impacts
this system would have

includes the financial aspect,"
Etheridge said. "This new
design will not only shorten
the time needed to do the job.
most of all it can reduce the
potential for injuries."
'The project's next step
S.'

Etheridge, a U of M mechanical
enginerieng student, demonstrates his proSttype
to (from left) John Twarowski, MOR;
rJones,
mantenance supervisorat)OT
DeWayne
Golden Valley and Craig Shankwitz, itelligentwsn
Mihaelr

involves field testing this fall
and winter to determine how

well the system works and
how the new pin connections
withstand the heavy stresses the
underbody plow bears in operation, Tarnowski said. LTAP

Maintenance Research Corner
The members of the Mn/DOT New Technology, Research, and Equipment Committee
(NTREC), as well as staff of Mn/DOT's Maintenance Operations Research (MOR),
publish a monthly one-page bulletin of their latest news and findings. Below are
highlights from recent bulletins. If you would like to be added to the bulletin mailing
list, please e-mail Benjamin Zwart of Mn/DOT Maintenance Research at
ht ./V_
,r

.. ,,t atc r n us.

Test-bed tandem project
This project is ongoing and almost
constantly in a state of change.
It will be back in the field at the
Golden Valley Truck Station for
evaluation of several new components. A completely new hydraulic
valve body has been engineered and
installed that includes wireless connections with the material controller. Evaluation of a prototype LED
(light-emitting diode) emergency
lighting system will be included, as
well as a newly designed front plow
The test-bed tandem

featuring a 45-degree attack angle.
Call John Tarnowski, Central Office Maintenance Research, 651-297-1843.

Hydraulic oil recycler and oil pre-cleaning
Dirt and other friction-causing contaminants greatly reduce life expectancy of
hydraulic pumps and both diesel and internal combustion engines. This oil recycler
system is claimed to clean hydraulic oils and new motor oils better than manufacturers' recommendations. This being the case, it could greatly improve longevity of
engines and other mechanical equipment and reduce maintenance and repair costs.
Call Bill Cassavant, District 2, Bemidji Shop supervisor, 218-281-6056.

Pack-a-cone
Due to the amount of equipment, tools, and other supplies that are required in field
mechanic trucks, space is at a premium. To allow for additional room in mechanic
trucks, "pack-a-cones" are being evaluated in temporary work zones needed for equipment breakdowns and other short-term instances. The Mn/DOT Safety and Traffic
Offices approved this project in District 7E.
Call Mike Underwood or Kelvin Smith, Mn/DOT District 7E, Mankato, 507-389-2946.
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EVENTS &,TRAINING
Calendar
If your professional organization meets on a regular basis, let us include the information here. Contact us at
.
For an up-to-date list of events in Minnesota and nationwide, please see the LTAP events Web page:

Thops.

Julie Grazier, 612-624-3044, jgrazier@cce.umn.edu

Aug. 24-26

2005 Midwest Region Context Sensitive Design & Solutions Workshop

Minneapolis

Sept. 11-14

American Public Works Association National Conference

Minneapolis

Sept. 14-16

Minnesota Surveyors and Engineers Society Fall Outing

Brainerd

Ann Manthey, 651-457-2347, ann@mses.org

Sept. 27-29

Intertraffic North America

Baltimore

www.northamerica.intertraffic.com

Oct. 5-6

Minnesota Fall Maintenance Expo

St. Cloud

Kathy Warren, 651-351-7432, kwarren@usinternet.com

Oct. 11-12

2005 AitTAP Fall Forum

Brainerd

See www.airtap.unn.edu/events

Oct. 19

ITS Minnesota Fall Industry Forum

Minneapolis

Katie Kjeseth, 612-624-3708, kkjeseth@cce.umn.edu

Oct. 25-26

Annual Water Resources Conference

Brooklyn Center

Julie Grazier, 612-624-3044, jgrazier@cce.umn.edu

Nov. 16-17

Minnesota Public Works Association Fall Conference

St. Paul

Oona Besse, 612-624-3492, obesse@cce.umn.edu

Nov. 16-17

Toward Zero Deaths Conference

St. Cloud

See www.tzd.state.mn.us/news/2005/conference.html

Dec. 6

Minnesota Association of Asphalt Paving Technologists

Brooklyn Center

Mike Marti, 763-249-6779, mmarti@srfconsulting.com

Feb. 16

Minnesota Pavement Conference

St. Paul

Teresa Washington, 612-624-3745, twashing@cce.umn.edu

Apr. 11-12

Spring Maintenance Training Expo

St. Cloud

Teresa Washington, 612-624-3745, twashing@cce.umn.edu

May 24-25

CTS Seventeenth Annual Research Conference

St. Paul

Katie Kjeseth, 612-624-3708, kkjeseth@cce.umn.edu

52 nd Asphalt

Conference

Dana Priddy or Diana Forbes, 800-848-2792, congress@apwa

.net, www.apwa.net/meetings/congress/2005

Coming LTAP and CTAP Attractions
LTAP workshops
Fall 2005
Minnesota Manual on Uniform Traffic Control
Devices (Mn MUTCD) Refresher Training
Duluth
Sept. 22
Bemidji
Sept. 28
Detroit Lakes
Sept. 29
St. Cloud
Oct. 11
Willmar
Oct. 12
Mankato
Oct. 19
Rochester
Oct. 20
Shoreview
Oct. 25
Shoreview
Oct. 27
Reducing Risk and Liability
Nov. 30
Marshall
Medina
Dec. 8
Dec. 14
Grand Rapids
New! Traffic Signing and Control II
Check the Web for dates & locations.
Winter 2006
* Asphalt Pavement Maintenance & Preservation
* Hydraulic Design of Culverts and Drainage Systems

CTAP workshops

* Traffic Engineering Fundamentals
* Truck Weight Compliance Training
* Work-Zone Traffic Control Seminar
Spring 2006
* Best Pavement Design Practices for Local Roads
* Gravel Road Maintenance
* Preventive Maintenance for Public Works
Equipment
* Truck Weight Compliance Training
Summer 2006
* Motor Grader Training
Check the LTAP Web site for a full listing of
workshops and other upcoming transportation events:
www.m n.lt.

4uin.cdiwork hp. You can also regis-

ter for all workshops online.
Brochures advertising upcoming LTAP workshops
are mailed six weeks prior to the first scheduled
workshop. Electronic notices are sent as a reminder
approximately three weeks later. To be included on
our electronic mailing list, please contact Minnesota
LTAP at m1napi mnc.ii or call 612-625-1813.
Disability accommodations are provided upon request.

The Circuit Training and Assistance Program
(CTAP) uses a fully-equipped van to provide onsite technical assistance and training. Current CTAP
training courses and special presentations are:
*
*
*
*
*

Asphalt Pavement Maintenance
Culvert Installation and Maintenance
Dust Control on Unpaved Roads
Gravel Road Maintenance
Roadside Vegetation Management and
Erosion Control
* Snow and Ice Control
* Work-Zone and Flagger Safety
CTAP workshops are informal and usually handson-in fact, many are held in or adjacent to maintenance facilities. Sites with easy access for the van
are preferred. CTAP fees are $250.00 for 8 to 10
participants and $350.00 for II to 40 participants.
The fees are for a two- to four-hour CTAP workshop.
To schedule classes, call the CTAP instructor, Kathy Schaefer, at 651-282-2160, or e-mail
LAP
Kathlecn.Scha elcr( dotaItec.mn.tusi

Road salt is a hot topic for cold climates
In March 2005, the Freshwater Society (a nonprofit
organization), Fortin Consulting Inc. (an environmental consulting firm), and Minnesota LTAP sponsored
the fourth annual Road Salt Symposium. Professionals
from the transportation arena and environmental organizations gathered in St. Cloud to learn more about
how to protect freshwater resources and improve snow
and ice programs.
The symposium presented and encouraged use of
techniques to mitigate the effects of deicing materials
on the environment without compromising safety.

This year's speakers were recruited from across the
nation. Proceedings of the symposium will be available

at
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* John Mullaney from the U.S. Geological Survey
in Connecticut reported on the results of a
Northern U.S. "rust belt" groundwater study looking at chloride contamination and other issues.
* Ty Fuller from the Suffolk County Water
Authority in Long Island, New York. reported on
ground water contamination from road salt, how

to distinguish this from sea salt contamination,

Subsurface investigation
Partnerships
Minnesota Snow and Ice Control Field Handbook
And much more!

your snow and ice program.
* Wilfrid Nixon from the University of Iowa
reported on the many ways to turn down applica-

tion rates and still have safe roads.
Environmental Leadership awards were given at the
end of the symposium to organizations nominated by

reported on its snow and ice program and the
importance of liquids.
* Timothy Larson from the Minnesota Pollution

their peers and selected by the awards committee that
have taken steps toward reducing the environmental
impacts of winter road maintenance. The 2005 winners
were: Mn/)OT District Six, Washington County, Big
Stone ('ounty, City of Grand Rapids, City of Eagan, City
of Lakeville, and the Duluth Streams Project.

Control Agency reported on what to expect if your
waters become polluted with chlorides.
* Kathleen Schaefer from CTAP and Wendy
Frederickson from Mn/I)OT introduced the new

leadership award or to suggest a speaker for the 2006
symposium, contact Fortin Consulting at 763-478-3606
or < oic I nl ncon hoisuhi
i<,
. L TAP

and ways to deal with the contamination.

What's ahead.............

(the next Echange will have more about this
new resource).
* Robert Stowe from Asset Insight Technologies
reported on the role attitudes play in modernizing

* Rico Baroga from Washington State )(OT

Minnesota Snow and Ice Con(trol IeIt

itandhook

To nominate an organization for a 2006 environmental

-Fortin Consulting

